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A B S T R A C T

In a system on a chip (SoC), there are several long global wires that typically limit the maximum SoC clock speed.
Therefore, through-silicon via (TSV) technology has been proposed to shorten the length of the global wires.
However, the TSV delay variation phenomenon created during the manufacturing process may prevent SoC
systems from working properly. This TSV delay variation problem affects data transmission between dies. In this
paper, we present an all-digital delay-locked loop (ADDLL) architecture to synchronize clock signals between two
dies. We implement the proposed ADDLL in TSMC 90-nm CMOS process with standard cells, which can tolerate
process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations. In addition, the ADDLL architecture can overcome the TSV
delay variation problem using only a single TSV channel. The proposed ADDLL can operate in an input frequency
range of 195–960 MHz with a maximum phase error of less than 40.6 ps.
1. Introduction

Using the skillful system-on-chip (SoC) technologies, more modules
can be integrated into a single chip. However, two-dimensional (2-D)
SoCs can have several long global wires that make timing closure more
difficult and limit the maximum SoC clock rate. To address this situation,
through-silicon via (TSV) package technology enables the three-
dimensional (3-D) integration of dies to shorten the length of the
global wires. As shown in Fig. 1, TSVs can connect two 2-D integrated
circuits (ICs) and increase the number of I/Os.

For complex applications, TSVs can be applied to the network-on-chip
(NoC) system to connect multi-processors in 3-D-NoC architectures [1,2].
TSVs are also applied in 3-D random access memory (RAM) designs [3,4]
to increase bandwidth and lower the energy consumption of the memory
interface. 3-D power-supply networks have been proposed to improve IR-
drop and dynamic noise [5–7]. Distributed topology power planning
yields better results than traditional 2-D power planning and clustered
power planning. Previous studies have discussed in detail the clock dis-
tribution networks in 3-D ICs [15–22]. Maintaining a symmetric inter-
connected structure to distribute the clock signal in 3-D ICs is a difficult
task due to the TSV delay variations.

Several researchers have evaluated scalable TSV electric models using
different parameters, such as the TSV diameter, pitch between TSVs, and
TSV height [8–11]. The RC time constant for a TSV is extremely small
.
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compared with the intrinsic gate delay. However, the capacitance of a
TSV (diameter > 10 μm) is much larger than that of a usual wire [10,11].
Therefore, a TSV causes an extra delay in the driving gate. As reported by
Ref. [3], in a 4-stack 3-D RAM design, the increased overall propagation
delay due to the loading of the TSV causes a latency of
750 ps at 1333 Mb/s.

The advantages of TSV technology include performance improve-
ment, power reduction, and an increment in the chip density. There are
several challenges associated with the design of 3-D ICs, including yield,
power density, design flow, clock distribution, and IC testing. Defects in
the TSVs incorporated during the fabrication process decrease the yield
and reliability of 3-D ICs [14]. In addition, defects in TSVs cause variation
in their RC parameters and therefore cause variations in the propagation
delay between TSVs. Moreover, TSV-induced stress can impact the per-
formance of circuits in close proximity to TSVs [14]. Several non-invasive
TSV testing approaches [12,13] have been proposed to measure the delay
variations in nets connected to TSVs. One study reported that for a
5 μm � 5 μm faulty TSV, with a faulty resistance of 10 kΩ, the delay time
added to the fault-free TSV delay can be ~400 ps [13].

The 3-D IC architecture shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the impact of TSV
delay variation. Two dies are connected by several TSVs and data signals
are transmitted between them. In addition, the output from the clock of
DIE1 (DIE1_CLK) is also sent to DIE2 through the TSV. Fig. 3 shows that
DIE1_CLK and DIE1_DATA are transmitted from DIE1 to DIE2, which are
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Fig. 1. 2-D SoC and 3-D IC.
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denoted as DIE1-2_CLK and DIE1-2_DATA, respectively. At this point,
Fig. 2. Clock and data signals between two dies.
DIE1-2_CLK leads DIE1-2_DATA due to the TSV delay variation phe-
nomenon. In DIE2, DIE1-2_DATA will be sampled by the positive edge of
DIE1-2_CLK and be denoted as DIE2_DATA. Subsequently, DIE2_DATA is
sent back to DIE1 and is denoted as DIE2-1_DATA. In this case, if DIE2-
1_DATA can be successfully sampled by the positive edge of DIE1_CLK,
Eqs. (1) and (2) should be satisfied.

Thold < Δ < Tcycle � Tsetup (1)

Thold < Tclk1-2 þ Tdata2-1 < Tcycle � Tsetup (2)
Fig. 3. Clock and data signals timing d
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where Thold is the hold time requirement of the D-Flip/Flops, Tsetup is the
setup time requirement of the D-Flip/flops, Tcycle is the period of the
DIE1_CLK, Tclk1-2 is the delay time while DIE1_CLK is being transmitted
from DIE1 to DIE2, and Tdata2-1 is the delay time while DIE2_DATA is
being transmitted from DIE2 to DIE1. Δ is the delay variation between
TSVs. However, Tclk1-2, Tdata2-1, and Δ are unknown values because the
TSV delay is determined after fabrication. As a result, it is difficult to
ensure that both Eqs. (1) and (2) are satisfied.

To simplify the problem of data transmission between the dies, the
clock signals (DIE1_CLK and DIE1-2_CLK) should be phase-aligned, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. Then, to accurately sample DIE2-1_DATA by the
positive edge of DIE1_CLK, Eq. (3) should be satisfied. In Eq. (3), the only
unknown value is Tdata2-1, and therefore can be easily satisfied.

Thold < Tdata2-1 < Tcycle � Tsetup (3)

3D-ICs die-to-die clock synchronization was proposed in Refs.
[23–27,29]. In a delay-locked loop (DLL)-based data self-aligner (DBDA)
[23], a replica TSV delay is used in the DLL circuit of the DBDA to reduce
the data conflict time between the memory outputs of the stacked dies,
thereby reducing the short current. However, the replica TSV delay is not
reliable without calibration.

A dual-locking DLL [24] was proposed for die-to-die synchronization
of 3-D ICs. It requires a long lock-in time and perfect matching between
two averaging delay lines. In addition, if there are temperature or voltage
variations after the first DLL is locked, the two DLLs of the dual-locking
DLL [24] must be restarted to minimize clock skew. An all-digital
delay-locked loop (ADDLL) [26] was proposed for die-to-die synchroni-
zation of 3-D ICs. However, the proposed architecture requires two TSV
channels and two high-resolution varactor-based delay lines to
compensate for the delay variations between the two TSV channels.
Therefore, the ADDLL [26] occupied a large chip area to accommodate
the varactor-based delay lines. Moreover, the mismatch between the
average delay lines of DLLs [24,26] can be an order of magnitude higher
than hundreds of picoseconds due to within-die process variations in the
advanced CMOS process, which can lead to a significant clock skew after
the DLL is locked, as discussed in Ref. [29].

A dual-delay-locked loop (D-DLL) was proposed for die-to-die clock
deskew circuit applications in 3D-ICs [25]. This proposed design contains
two analog charge-pump-based DLLs. However, special bidirectional
buffers are required to simultaneously transmit signals between two di-
rections on a single TSV. Furthermore, the two DLLs operate at the same
time, which increases the design complexity to ensure the stability of the
two loops. Moreover, in advanced CMOS processes, the high voltage gain
of the delay line at a low supply voltage and the leakage current problem
of MOS transistors must be overcome for operation over a wide frequency
iagram with TSV delay variations.



Fig. 4. Clock and data signals timing diagram with clock synchronization.

Fig. 5. Proposed ADDLL for 3D-IC clock synchronization.

Fig. 6. Timing diagram of the locking procedure.
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range. The above problems present challenges in the design of the
D-DLL circuit.

In this paper, we present an all-digital delay-locked loop (ADDLL) that
65
can achieve die-to-die clock synchronization for 3D-ICs. Our proposed
ADDLL uses a single TSV channel and a time-to-digital converter (TDC) to
reduce the lock-in time. No averaging delay lines are used in our



Fig. 7. (a) The pulse generator (PG). (b) Timing diagram of the PG.
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proposed ADDLL, so the extra clock skew caused by a mismatch in delay
lines [24,26,29] is eliminated. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. We present the architecture of the proposed ADDLL in section II.
In section III, we describe the circuit implementation of the proposed
Fig. 8. The 11-bit digital cont

Fig. 9. The fine-tuning
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design. In section IV, we present our experimental results. Lastly, the
conclusion is given in Section V.

2. The proposed ADDLL architecture

Fig. 5 shows the proposed ADDLL for die-to-die clock synchronization
in 3D-ICs. The ADDLL is composed of an 11-bit digital-controlled delay
line (DCDL), a pulse generator (PG), a TDC-embedded controlled delay
line (CDL), a phase detector (PD), two delay circuits (DELAY), two
ADDLL controllers (DIE1_CTL and DIE2_CTL), and six tri-state buffers. In
addition, the DCDL is controlled by a 6-bit coarse-tuning control code
(coarse_code [5:0]) and a 5-bit fine-tuning control code (fine_code [4:0]).
DIE1_CLK is the reference clock of DIE1, and is transmitted to DIE2 as its
reference clock. The goal of the proposed ADDLL is to phase-align clock
signals DIE1_CLK and DIE2_CLK. To achieve die-to-die clock synchroni-
zation, there are two steps in our proposed ADDLL.

First, when the ADDLL is reset, pg_en is set to high, and pass_clk is set
to low. The signal oe of DIE2 is set to low. Then, DIE1_CLK provides an
input to the PG, which then generates a single-shot pulse signal. After a
pulse is generated, pg_en is set to low. The single-shot pulse is transmitted
to DIE2 through the TSV channel and circulates in DIE2 from the upper
delay circuit (tri-state buffer E þ DELAY) to the bottom delay circuit
(DELAY þ tri-state buffer F), before being transmitted back to DIE1
through the same TSV channel. At this point, the TDC-embedded CDL
starts to calculate the time difference between the first pulse generated
by the PG and the second pulse sent back from DIE2. Then, the delay time
of the TDC-embedded CDL is set to half the time difference (between two
pulses) to mirror the summation of the delay times of the TSV channel,
rolled delay line (DCDL).

delay line (FDL).



Fig. 10. The TDC-Embedded CDL.

Fig. 11. Microphotograph of the proposed ADDLL.
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tri-state buffer, and DELAY circuit. After the first step is finished, oe is
permanently set to low.

Next, the ADDLL locking procedure starts. The signal pass_clk is set to
high and DIE1_CLK is input to the TDC-embedded CDL and transmitted to
DIE2 through the TSV channel. The delayed signal, mirror_sig, is gener-
ated by the TDC-embedded CDL to mirror the delay time of the TSV
channel, tri-state buffer, and DELAY circuit. The DIE1_CTL begins to in-
crease the delay time of the DCDL until mirror_sig and DIE1_CLK are
phase-aligned, which means that DIE1_CLK and DIE2_CLK will also be
phase-aligned. This is because the total delay time of the TSV channel, tri-
state buffer, and DELAY circuit is mirrored by the TDC-embedded CDL in
the first step. Thus, mirror_sig and DIE2_CLK are also phase-aligned.
Finally, when the ADDLL is locked, DIE1_CTL starts to fine-tune the
delay time of the DCDL to maintain phase alignment between DIE1_CLK
and mirror_sig in the maintain mode.

The propagation delay time between DIE1_CLK and DIE2_CLK (Tclk12)
can be expressed as in Eq. (4).
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Tclk12 ¼ TDIE1 þ TTSV þ TDIE2

¼ TA þ TDCDL þ TB þ TTSV þ TE þ TDELAY
(4)
where TDIE1 and TDIE2 are the propagation delay times of DIE1_CLK in
DIE1 and DIE2, respectively. TA and TB are the delay times of the tri-state
buffers A and B in DIE1. TDCDL is the delay time of the DCDL in DIE1. The
propagation delay times of the TSV channel, the tri-state buffer E, and the
DELAY circuit in DIE2 are denoted as TTSV, TE, and TDELAY, respectively.
Since the total delay of TTSV, TE, and TDELAY is mirrored by the TDC-
embedded CDL circuit, DIE1_CTL of the ADDLL can tune the delay time
of the DCDL. This maintains phase alignment between DIE1_CLK and
mirror_sig, which leads to the elimination of phase error between
DIE1_CLK and DIE2_CLK.

Fig. 6 details the timing diagram of the ADDLL locking procedure.
When the ADDLL is reset, DIE1_CLK inputs to the PG, which is controlled
by pg_en. The pg_en is set to high by the first negative edge of DIE1_CLK,
and is set to low by the second negative edge of DIE1_CLK. This implies
that the pulse signal is generated by the PG circuit between the first and
second negative edges of DIE1_CLK. The pulse transmits through the TSV
channel to DIE2. When the pulse is transmitted to DIE2, the signal, or_sig,
is generated by the 2-input OR gate. Later, the pulse is transmitted to
DIE2_CLK from the upper delay circuit (tri-state buffer E þ DELAY) and
the second or_sig pulse is generated. At this point, oe is set to high to
allow the pulse to be sent back to DIE1. When the pulse is transmitted
back to DIE1, oe is set to low. Subsequently, after the TDC operation, the
tdc_code [5:0] of the TDC-embedded CDL is set to half the delay time of
the pulse circulation time to mirror the summation of the delay times of
the TSV channel, tri-state buffer, and DELAY circuit.

The signal pass_clk is set to high after the delay time of the TSV
channel, tri-state buffer, and DELAY circuit is mirrored by setting the
tdc_code [5:0] of the TDC-embedded CDL. Then, DIE1_CTL starts to in-
crease the coarse-tuning control code of the DCDL (coarse_code [5:0])
until the lock signal is set to high, which means the rising edge of mir-
ror_sig has fallen into the locking window of the PD. This is because the
total delay time fromDIE1_CLK to mirror_sig is the same as the delay time
from DIE1_CLK to DIE2_CLK if the TDC-embedded CDL accurately mir-
rors the delay time of the TSV channel, tri-state buffer, and DELAY cir-
cuit. Therefore, when DIE1_CLK is phase-aligned with mirror_sig,
DIE2_CLK will also be phase-aligned with DIE1_CLK. Finally, DIE1_CTL
continues to fine-tune the DCDL to maintain phase alignment between
DIE1_CLK and mirror_sig.

Compared to [24,26,29], the DELAY circuits in DIE2 only have
several buffers to reduce the frequency of the signal tsv_clk in the pulse



Fig. 12. DCO circuit for providing high-speed on-chip clock.

Fig. 13. Output frequency divider circuit.
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routing state shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the within-die process variations
between the DELAY circuits can be easily reduced by placing these cir-
cuits closer together in the layout design. In addition, if there are high
thermal gradients between DIE1 and DIE2 after the ADDLL is locked, the
ADDLL can quickly be restarted to align the clock phase again.

3. Circuit implementation

To mirror the delay time of the TSV channel, tri-state buffer, and
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DELAY circuit with the TDC-embedded CDL, the single-shot pulse signal
generated by the PG must have a sufficient pulse width. Fig. 7(a) shows
the circuit of the proposed PG. Two tri-state buffers are used to avoid
generating a second pulse signal, because only one single-shot pulse is
needed. Fig. 7(b) shows the timing diagram of the proposed PG. First,
pg_en is set to high, and DIE1_CLK is input to the PG. The “a” signal is
delayed by the tri-state buffer and the “b” signal is delayed by the delay
chain. At this point, the AND gate generates the pulse signal PG_OUT and
the pulse width can be controlled by adjusting the delay time of the



Fig. 14. Output clock at 960 MHz. (a) Phase error between DIE1_CLK and DIE2_CLK. (b)
Jitter histogram of the DIE2_CLK.

Fig. 15. Output clock at 195 MHz. (a) Phase error between DIE1_CLK and DIE2_CLK. (b)
Jitter histogram of the DIE2_CLK.
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delay chain.
Fig. 8 shows the 11-bit digital-controlled delay line (DCDL) circuit

[28], which is composed of 63 lattice delay units (LDUs), a fine-tuning
delay line (FDL), and a delay line decoder. The coarse-tuning resolu-
tion of the delay line is the delay time of two NAND gates. Dummy NAND

gates are used to balance the capacitance loading of each NAND gate. The
11-bit control code can be encoded as a 63-bit thermal meter
coarse-tuning code (coarse [62:0]) and a 31-bit thermal meter
fine-tuning code (fine [30:0]) to control the CDL and the FDL,
respectively.

The FDL circuit [28] is composed of two tri-state buffer arrays con-
nected in parallel, two input buffers, and an output inverter (Fig. 9). The
delay time difference between CA_OUT and CB_OUT is one coarse-tuning
resolution, as shown in Fig. 8. The thermal meter fine-tuning control code
(fine [30:0]) can control the driving strength of the tri-state buffer array.
When the fine-tuning code is fully opened (310h7FFF_FFFF), the rising
edge of OUT will phase align with the falling edge of CA_OUT.
Conversely, when the thermal meter fine-tuning code is fully closed
(310h0000_0000), the rising edge of OUT will phase align with the falling
edge of CB_OUT. The FDL can enhance the resolution of the DCDL as well
as providing a total delay controllable range equal to one coarse-tuning
resolution.

The proposed TDC-embedded CDL comprises 63 lattice delay units
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(LDUs), 64 DFFs (time-to-digital converter units), a TDC encoder, and a
TDC decoder (Fig. 10). First, the delay time of the TDC-embedded CDL is
set to the maximum value. This implies that the signal can be transmitted
from all the upper-path to all the bottom-path delay cells. The first pulse
generated by the PG can propagate through the whole delay path. When
the second pulse loop is transmitted back from DIE2 and into the TDC-
embedded CDL, the DFFs will be triggered to record the time differ-
ence between the pulses. The TDC encoder then encodes the sampled
value (tdc_data [63:0]) into tdc_code [5:0] and sends it to DIE1_CTL.
Finally, the TDC decoder decodes tdc_code [5:0] as the thermal meter
control code (code [62:0]), which sets the delay time of the delay path to
half the time difference between the pulses.

4. Experimental results

The proposed ADDLL is fabricated using a 90-nm standard perfor-
mance (SP) CMOS process with standard cells. Fig. 11 shows a micro-
photograph of the ADDLL. The core area is 170 � 170 μm2 and the chip
area, including the I/O pads, is 670 � 670 μm2. The chip consists of an
ADDLL and a tester circuit. In addition, the TSV model includes a delay
line circuit used to model the delay of the TSV channel between DIE1 and
DIE2. In addition, the TSV model can provide a delay ranging from 100ps
to 450 ps.



Table 1
Performance comparisons.

This Work JSSC013
[23]

TCAS-I013
[24]

ISCAS012
[25]

Type All-Digital All-Digital All-Digital Analog
Process 90 nm 130 nm 90 nm 0.18 μm
Supply Voltage 1.0 V 1.2 V 1.0 V 1.8 V
Number of TSV channel 1 2 2 2
Frequency 195 MHz–960 MHz 200 MHz–1.6 GHz 50 MHz–600 MHz 556 MHz–1.5 GHz
Phase Error 9.8 ps @(195 MHz)

40.64 ps @(960 MHz)
<50 ps @(400 MHz) 15.8 ps @(50 MHz)

9.6 ps @(600 MHz)
2 ps @(1.5 GHz)b

Area (mm2) 0.0289 2.6a 0.0088 N/A
Power 5.5 mW @960 MHz

1.12 mW @195 MHz
N/A 1.8 mW @600 MHz 56 mW @1.5 GHzb

a Test chip area.
b Pre-layout simulation result.
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Due to the speed limitations of the I/O pads provided by the cell-
library vendor, signals with a frequency higher than 300 MHz cannot
be transmitted through the I/O pads. Hence, we use a digitally controlled
oscillator (DCO) to generate an on-chip high-speed clock (SYSTEM_CLK)
with various frequencies to test the proposed ADDLL (Fig. 12). The DCO
is composed of a fast-speed DCO and a slow-speed DCO, and its operating
frequency range is 144–960 MHz. We apply the signals EN_FAST_DCO
and EN_SLOW_DCO to control the two DCOs. The signal SYSTEM_CLK is
generated by an AND gate and the inputs of the AND gate are from the
output of the two DCOs. Then, SYSTEM_CLK is sent to the proposed
ADDLL as DIE1_CLK.

The divider circuit is designed to divide high frequency clock signals
into low frequency clock signals, as shown in Fig. 13. When the RESET
signal is set to low, the top divider path divides the SYSTEM_CLK signal
by eight. The clock signals from DIE1 (DIE1_CLK) and DIE2 (DIE2_CLK)
can be divided by two or eight after the proposed ADDLL is locked. Then,
the divided clock signals can be sent to the I/O pads for off-chip
measurement.

Fig. 14 shows the measured output clocks of the proposed ADDLL at
960 MHz. These clock signals are divided by eight, as explained in
Fig. 13. In Fig. 14(a), signal no. 2 is DIE1_CLK_DIV and signal no. 3 is
DIE2_CLK_DIV. After the proposed ADDLL is locked, the phase error be-
tween DIE1_CLK and DIE2_CLK is reduced to 40.64 ps. Moreover, as
shown in Fig. 14(b), the peak-to-peak (PK-PK) jitter and the root mean
square (RMS) jitter of DIE2_CLK_DIV are 8.04 ps and 1.28 ps,
respectively.

Fig. 15 shows the measured clock output of the proposed ADDLL at
195 MHz. These clock signals are also divided by eight, as illustrated in
Fig. 13. In Fig. 15(a), signal no. 2 is DIE1_CLK_DIV and signal no. 3 is
DIE2_CLK_DIV. After the proposed ADDLL is locked, the phase error be-
tween DIE1_CLK and DIE2_CLK is reduced to 9.8 ps. Moreover, as shown
in Fig. 15(b), the PK-PK jitter and RMS jitter of DIE2_CLK_DIV are 21.49
ps and 3.63 ps, respectively. In addition, the lock-in time of the proposed
ADDLL is less than 50 cycles at 960 MHz from the post-layout simulation
results with process, voltage, and temperature variations.

Table 1 compares the proposed ADDLL with existing systems. The
proposed ADDLL can eliminate clock skew between two dies, even with
TSV delay variations. In addition, the area of the proposed ADDLL ar-
chitecture is smaller than that reported by Lim et al. [23]. Compared to
the system proposed by Ke et al. [24], the measured operation frequency
of the proposed design is higher and compared to the system proposed by
Chuang et al. [25], the proposed design has lower power consumption.

The mismatch between the average delay lines of the DLLs [24] can
be an order of magnitude higher than hundreds of picoseconds due to the
within-die process variations in advanced CMOS processes, and this
could lead to a significant clock skew after the DLL is locked, as discussed
in Ref. [29]. In addition, in Ref. [25], two DLLs are in operation at the
same time to ensure that the two loops are stable, which increases the
design complexity. Moreover, in advanced CMOS processes, the high
voltage gain of the delay line at low supply voltage and the leakage
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current problem of the MOS transistors should be overcome for opera-
tions over a wide frequency range in the charge-pump-based architec-
ture. In summary, the proposed ADDLL can avoid TSV delay variation
and delay line mismatch problems and is suitable for die-to-die clock
synchronization in 3-D ICs.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an ADDLL design to synchronize the clock
signals between two dies. The proposed ADDLL can operate at an input
frequency ranging from 195 MHz to 960 MHz, with a maximum phase
error of <40.64 ps. The proposed architecture can be easily ported to
different processes in a short time because it is implemented with stan-
dard cells. As a result, the proposed ADDLL architecture is suitable for
die-to-die clock synchronization in 3-D ICs.
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